Children helping on the farm: school log books
Extracts from Freehay school log book, 1867 (D3656/1)

1867
Monday June 24
The school was well attended today, there were more than eighty present for prayers. The 1st Class had a lesson in geography, or rather on the Earth as a planet. Today being the Festival of St John the Baptist the children went to Church at 11 o’clock, and the afternoon school till 3.30.
Tuesday June 25
The dictation with the new ones was on the whole very fairly done. The weather is very fine – if the weather continues many people will be busy in the hay field. The arithmetic good for a beginning; other work fair.
Wednesday June 26
The master commenced mowing his grass – old school boys to help him – they do their work admirably well – from the mistress I hear that the school has progresses – some of the boys assisted during dinner hour.
Thursday June 27
The weather beautifully fine: a good deal of grass cut in the neighbourhood, every prospect of a good harvest. The school thinned considerably. School work fair.
Friday June 28
A small school. Market day some of the girls stay at home while their mothers go to the market. School work good

Monday July 1
Attendance not so good today, the bilberries are beginning to ripen the consequence is that some of the children remained at home to pluck them, and in addition to this the hay is not all got in yet, still a good deal of it is well  harvested.
Tuesday July 2nd
The weather unfavourable for hay-harvest: The day rainy. The arithmetic fair in the 1st Class. And the 2nd Class dictation was very good. Reading in the 3rd Class was much better than usual. All fair.
Wednesday July 3rd
A very rainy day; especially during the afternoon and evening. Some of the boys helped to weed in the garden. The mistress had some of the girls for sewing during school. Work fair.
Thursday July 4
The 1st Class wrote a good abstract taken from their reading book. 2nd & 4th Classes arithmetic good. The weather very fine. Other work good.
Friday July 5
The children again helped to weed at 11 & dinner time, the walks were in a rough state but they managed to clear away the weed during the above specified time.

Agricultural reports continue most Mondays, including the following:

Monday July 8
Attendance 41. There is a general rush for the bilberries, all or almost all the bigger children up early and at work in the woods. There are not so many this year on account of the very sharp frosts in May.

Monday September 2
Attendance good considering it to be the week previous to the Wake week. A good many of the children too are away helping their parents in the corn, most of it now will soon be ripe.
Monday September 16
Attendance 73. The attendance after the Wakes week is always poor, because most of the children in the upper division are either assisting in the potatoes or they are just finishing the corn.

The previous year included the following weekly reports:

1866
Monday July 9
Attendance not so good, this is easily accounted for, the weather seems to be changing and if the good weather sets in most of the children will be away in their hay.
Tuesday July 10
The weather fine, the school has got down to 51. Most of the big boys in the hay, some of them are good enough to help the master in his hay; they seem to like it better than school.
Monday September 17
Attendance 97. Not so good as last week but this is owning the recent bad weather and today being fine some of the boys are at work in the Corn
Monday September 24
Attendance 91. Not so good as last week on the same day: this is owing to the large quantities of corn that are still not gotten in – the big boys have to attend to it.
Monday October 1
Attendance 88. Most of the corn is now fairly got in, still there is some out yet; and besides a great many of the small farmers have begun to get up their potatoes; the consequence is that a good many of the bigger boys are kept at home to assist. The weather fine.
Monday October 8
Attendance 84. The attendance not so good, the weather is fine, therefore many of the children are at home helping their parents to get the potatoes.



